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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a set of n ÷ 1 elements called symbols. A Room square of side 
n (on symbol set S) is an n × n array, F, which satisfies the following 
properties: 
1. every cell of F either is empty or contains an unordered pair of 
symbols from S 
2. each symbol of S occurs once in each row and column of F 
3. every unordered pair of symbols occurs in precisely one cell of F. 
It is immediate that n must be odd for a Room square of side n to exist. 
The spectrum of Room squares was determined in 1975 by Mull in and 
Wallis [- 11 ]. 
THEOREM 1.1. A Room square of  side n exists if and only if n is odd and 
n~3 or 5. 
The problem we study in this paper is the Room square analogue of the 
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Doyen-Wilson theorem [8]. We begin with some definitions. Suppose F is 
a Room square of side n on symbol set S. A square s x s subarray G of F 
is said to be a Room subsquare of side s if it is itself a Room square of side 
s on a subset of S containing, s + 1 symbols. In particular, any f'flled cell of 
a Room square is a Room subsquare of side 1. In view of Theorem 1.1, no 
Room square can contain a Room subsquare of side 3 or 5. However, we 
can construct Room squares missing subsquares of these sides. We have the 
following formal definition. 
Let S be a set of n + 1 symbols and let T be a subset of S of cardinality 
s + I. An (n, s)-IRS (incomplete Room square) is an n x n square array F 
which satisfies the following: 
1. every cell of F either is empty or contains an unordered pair of 
symbols of S 
2. there is an empty s x s subarray G of F 
3. each symbol of S\\T occurs once in each row and column of F 
4. each symbol of T occurs once in each row and column not 
meeting G, but not in any row or column meeting G 
5. the pairs occurring in F are precisely those {x,y} where 
(x, y) e (S x S ) \ (Tx  T). 
We refer to the subarray G as the hole. Observe that the hole can be 
filled in with any Room square of side s on symbol set T (provided s ¢ 3 
or 5), thereby constructing a Room square of side n containing a subsquare 
of side s. It is not difficult to see that, if s ¢ 0, then existence of an 
(n, s)-IRS requires that n and s be odd and n>~ 3s+2 [1]. The Existence 
Conjecture is that these conditions are sufficient for existence of an 
(n, s)-IRS, with the single exception (n, s) ¢ (5, 1). 
Many papers over the years have studied constructions for IRS. The first 
general existence result was proved by Wallis [15] in I974. In that paper 
it was first proved that, for any odd s ~> 7, there is a constant ns such that 
an (n, s)-IRS exists if n is odd, n >~ n,. At that time, no specific upper 
bounds could be placed on the constants ns. 
Concrete upper bounds were first given by Stinson in 1981 in [13] using 
frame techniques. It was shown there that ns~< max{s + 644, 6s + 9} for any 
odd s~> 1 ([13] also provided the first known examples of (n, 3)-IRS and 
(n, 5)-IRS). Further improvements were made in [14, 7, 6]. The following 
theorem summarizes the best known general existence results for (n, s)-IRS. 
THEOREM 1.2. i [16]. Forodds~3,  thereisa(3s+2, s)-IRS. 
2[6 ,3 ] .  For odds, 3~s~<i5 ,  and for all odd n >. 3s + 2, there is an 
(n, s)-IRS. 







For all odd s >~ 37 and all odd n >~ (7s - 5)/2, there is an (n, s)- 
For all odd s >~ 127 and all odd n >1 3s + 240, there is an (n, s)- 
For all odd s >~ 7865 and all odd n >~ 3s + 40, there is an (n, s)- 
616].  For all s >~ 23,103, s -  3 mod 20, and all odd n >~ 3s + 2, there is 
an (n, s)-IRS. 
Hence, the Existence Conjecture is known to be true for odd s, 
3 ~< s ~< 15, and for infinitely many other values ofs. In this paper, we prove 
the Existence Conjecture for all odd values of s/> 393. 
2. HOLEY ROOM SQUARES 
In this section, we define a very general object we call a holey Room 
square. Then we discuss methods of filling in holes. Let S be a set, let oc 
be a "special" symbol not in S, and let ~ be a set of subsets of S. A holey 
Room square having hole set Jg is an IS] x IS] array, F, indexed by S, 
which satisfies the following properties: 
1. every cell of F either is empty or contains an unordered pair of 
symbols of S w { oo } 
2. every symbol of S w {oo} occurs at most once in any row or 
column of F, and every unordered pair of symbols occurs in at most one 
cell of F 
3. the subarrays Hx  H are empty, for every H~ 3¢f (these subarrays 
are referred to as holes) 
4. symbol s~S occurs in row or column t if and only if 
(s, t )e  (S x S ) \UH~ (Hx  H) and symbol oo occurs in row or column t if 
and only if teS \Yz4~e H 
5. the pair { s, t } occurs in Fif  and only if (s, t) s (S x S ) \0  H ~.x~ (H x H) 
and the pair {0% t} occurs in F i f  and only if t sS \UH~ H. 
The order of F is iS[. Note that oo does not occur in any cell of F if 
UH~,  H=S.  We now identify several particular special cases of holey 
Room squares that will be useful in recursive constructions. First, if 
J f=~,  then an HRS(~)  is just a Room square of side [SI. Also, if 
~f~= {H}, then an HRS(~)  is an (IS[, [Ht)-IRS. 
If ~= {H 1,//2}, then an HRS( J f )  is called a O-incomplete Room 
square. We use the notation (s; tl, t2; t3)-O-IRS, where s= [SI, tl = ITII, 
582a/63/1-10 
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t2 = IT21, and t3 = IT1 c~ 7"21. Intuitively, such a square can be thought of as 
a Room square missing two subsquares (or holes), of sides tl and t2, which 
intersect in a subsquare (or hole) of side t3. 
If OF= {$1, ..., Sn} is a partition of S, then an HRS (OF) is called a 
Room frame. As is usually done in the literature, we shall refer to a Room 
frame simply as a frame. The type of the frame is defined to be the multiset 
{PS;I :1 <<.i<<.n}. We usually use an "exponential" notation to describe 
,k denotes u~ occurrences of ti, 1 <~ i <~ k. types: a type t~ 1 t~ 2 . . . t  k 
We observe that existence of a Room square of side n is equivalent o 
existence of a frame of type 1"; and existence of an (n, s)-IRS is equivalent 
to existence of a frame of type l ' -~s  ~. 
If OF = {S~ ..... S,, T}, where {S~ ..... S,} is a partition of S, then an 
HRS(OF) is called an incomplete f rame or an I-frame. The type of the 
I-frame is defined to be the multiset {(IS~I, IS~c~ Tl):l<<.i<<.n}. We may 
also use an "exponential" notation to describe types of I-frames. 
We now discuss the idea of Filling in Holes. 
CONSTRUCTION 2.1 (Filling in Holes) [12]. Suppose there is a f rame of  
type {si: 1 <~i<~n}, and let a>~O be an integer. For l <~i<~n-1, suppose 
there is an (si + a, a)-IRS. Then there is an (s + a, sn)-IRS, where s = ~ si. 
We now give a generalization of Filling in Holes which starts with an 
I-frame. 
CONSTRUCTION 2.2 (Generalized Filling in Holes). Suppose there is an 
I-frame of  type {(st, t~) : 1 <<. i <~ n }, and let a and b be non-negative integers. 
For 1 <~ i <~ n - 1, suppose there is an (si + a; t~ + b, a; b)- ~- IRS.  Also, 
suppose there is an (sn + a, tn + b)-IRS. Then there is an (s + a, t + b)-IRS, 
where s = Z si and t = Z ti. 
In order to apply Generalized Filling in Holes, we need to have examples 
of ~- IRS.  Filling in Holes produces an IRS by filling in all but one hole 
of a frame. Here is a way to construct ©-IRS from frames by filling in all 
but two holes of a frame. 
CONSTRUCTION 2.3. Suppose there is a frame of  type {si: 1 ~<i~< n }, and 
let a >~ 0 be an integer. For 1 <~ i <<. n - 2, suppose there is an (si + a, a) - IRS. 
Then there is an (s + a; sn_ 1 + a, sn + a ; a)- ~- IRS ,  where s = ~ st. 
3. TRANSVERSALS AND INFLATION CONSTRUCTIONS 
If T is the type t~" t~ 2-.. t~ k and m is an integer, then mT is defined to be 
the type mt~ 1mt~ 2...mUkL The following recursive construction is referred 
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to as the Inflation Construction. It essentially "blows up" every filled cell 
of a frame into a pair of orthogonal Latin squares. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.1 (Inflation Construction)[12]. Suppose there is a 
frame of type T, and suppose m is a positive integer, m # 2 or 6. Then there 
is a frame of type mT. 
In the remainder of this section, we discuss several powerful generaliza- 
tions of the inflation construction. These include constructions of Lamken 
and Vanstone from [10] (see also [2]), as well as some new constructions. 
The way in which these constructions generalize the Inflation Construction 
is reminiscent of the way the Wilson-type Latin square constructions [17] 
generalize the direct product of Latin squares. 
Suppose F is an {$1 .... , Sn}-Room frame, where S= U S~. A complete 
transversal is a set T of I SI filled cells in F such that every symbol is 
contained in exactly two cells of T. If the pairs in the cells of T are ordered 
so that every symbol occurs once as a first co-ordinate and once as a 
second co-ordinate in a cell of T, then T is said to be an ordered transvesal. 
Note that any transversal can be ordered, since the union of all the edges 
in a transversal forms a disjoint union of cycles. If these cycles are 
arbitrarily oriented, then the direction of each edge provides an ordering 
for the transversal. 
If ISI is even and the cells of T can be partitioned into two subsets T1 
and T2 of ISI/2 cells, so that every symbol is contained in one cell in each 
of T~ and T2, then T is said to be partitioned. Note that a transversal can 
be partitioned if and only if the cycles formed from the edges in it all have 
even length. A complete ordered partitioned (complete ordered, resp.) 
transversal will be referred to as a COP transversal (CO transversal, resp.). 
Here is the first generalization of the Inflation Construction. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.2. [10, 2]. Suppose there is a frame of type t g having l
disjoint COP transversals. For 1 <<, i <~ l, let u i >~ 0 be an integer. Let m be a 
positive integer, m # 2 or 6, and suppose there exist IMOLS (m + ui; ui), for 
1 <~i<~l. Then there is a frame of type (mt) g (2u) 1, where u=Z ui. 
Before describing the construction, some definitions are required. Let S 
be a set and let ~¢~ be a set of disjoint subsets of S. A holey Latin square 
having hole set Y f  is an iS] x [SI array, L, indexed by S, which satisfies the 
following properties: 
1. every cell of L either is empty or contains a symbol of S 
2. every symbol of S occurs at most once in any row or column of L 
3. the subarrays Hx  H are empty, for every He  Y{' (these subarrays 
are referred to as holes) 
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4. symbol s eS  occurs in row or column t if and only if 
(s, t)e (Sx S)\UH~ye (H i  H). 
Two holey Latin squares on symbol set S and hole set ~ ,  say L1 and 
L2, are said to be orthogonal if their superposition yields every ordered pair 
in (SxS)\UH~ae(HxH).  We use the notation IMOLS(s;s~ ..... s,) to 
denote a pair of orthogonal holey Latin squares on symbol set S and hole 
set ~= {H 1 ..... H,}, where s= IS] and s~= IHil for 1 <<.i<<.n. 
Here is a brief description of the construction. Let F be an (S~ ..... S,}- 
frame of type t g. Let T1, ..., T t be the I disjoint COP transversals. Each Te 
is partitioned into T] and T~. Let M= (1, ..., m}. For l<<.i<~l, let 
A~= {~,7:1 <<.j <<. u~}. For 1 <~i<~I and for h= 1, 2, let A~= {~,~: 1<<.j<<.u~}. 
Define 0 = U', =, U ] =, A ~. 
We construct a frame of type (mt) g (2u) 1 on  symbol set (Sx M)w g2, 
where the hole set is {S~xM:l<~i<~g}w{£2}. We use the following 
ingredients: 
1. Let N denote the superposition of two orthogonal Latin squares of 
order m on symbol set M. For any ordered pair (a, b)e S x S, construct 
Nab from N by replacing every first co-ordinate j s M by (a, j) and every 
second co-ordinate j  M by (b,j). 
2. For 1 ~< i ~< l, let N ~ denote the superposition of IMOLS(m + ui; u~) 
on symbol set MuA~, where A~ is the hole. For any ordered pair 
(a, b)e S x S, construct N~ab from N i by replacing every first co-ordinate 
replacing j eM by (a,j), replacing every first co-ordinate o.eA~ by c~ 0, 
every second co-ordinate j eM by (b,j) and replacing every second 
co-ordinate ~jeA~ by e2.. We depict Na' ~ in the following form: 
Diab C~b 
Ri~b ~J 
Here is the recipe for the new frame G. Recall that the contents of the 
cells of U~= 1 T; are already ordered. It is also necessary to (arbitrarily) 
order any filled cells of F that are not in U ti= 1 7",.. Now, for any filled dell 
of F, say F(r, c) = (a, b), do the following: 
1. If (r, c) ¢ U~= 1 Ti, then replace the pair (a, b) by Nab. This will 
occupy the square subarray ({r} x M) x ({e} x M) of G. 
i 2. If ( r ,c)eT~, then replace the pair (a,b) by Nab, situated as 
follows. Diab will occupy the square subarray ({r} x M) x ({c} x M) of G; 
C iab will occupy the subarray ({r } x M)x  A ~; R iab will occupy the s ubarray 
A~x ({c} xM);  and A~xAh~ is empty. 
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8 4 6 z 3 2 7 5 1 
6 1 5 7 z 4 3 8 2 
1 7 2 6 8 z 5 4 3 
5 2 8 3 7 1 z 6 4 
7 6 3 1 4 8 2 z 5 
z 8 7 4 2 5 1 3 6 
4 z 1 8 5 3 6 2 7 
3 5 z 2 1 6 4 7 8 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 
FIG. I. IMOLS(9; I). 
All other cells of GH are empty. It can be verified that G is indeed a 
frame of the stated type; see [10]. 
Note that, in order to apply Construction 3.2, it must be the case that tg 
is even in order that transversals be partitionable. We now give a variation 
in which tg can be odd. This variation uses CO transversals rather than 
COP transversals. However, the IMOLS need an additional property, 
which will imply that m must now be even. We describe this property now. 
Suppose L1 and L 2 are IMOLS(m + u; u) on symbol set S and hole set 
-- {H}. A holey row (or column) of L1 or L2 is one that meets the hole. 
A holey row (or column), T, is said to be partitionable if the superposition 
of row (or column) T of L1 and L 2 can  be partitioned into two subsets T1 
and T2 of m/2 cells, so that every symbol of S\H is contained in one cell 
in each of T 1 and T2. An IMOLS(m + u; u) is said to be partitionable if 
every holey row and column is partitionable. 
Finally, we use the notation ISOLS(m + u; u) to denote IMOLS(m + u; u) 
that are transposes of each other. In Figs. 1, 2 and 3, we present parti- 
tionable ISOLS(8 + u; u), for t ~< u~< 3. We present only one square from 
each pair, since the other can be obtained by transposing. 
1 3 z 6 4 y 2 5 7 8 
6 2 4 z 7 5 y 3 8 1 
4 7 3 5 z 8 6 y 1 2 
y 5 8 4 6 z 1 7 2 3 
8 y 6 1 5 7 z 2 3 4 
3 1 y 7 2 6 8 z 4 5 
z 4 2 y 8 3 7 1 5 6 
2 z 5 3 y 1 4 8 6 7 
5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 
7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FIG. 2. IMOLS(10; 2). 
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1 z 2 y 8 3 z 4 6 5 7 
5 2 z 3 y 1 4 z 7 6 8 
z 6 3 z 4 !/ 2 5 8 7 1 
6 z 7 4 z 5 y 3 1 8 2 
4 7 z 8 5 z 6 !/ 2 1 3 
9 5 8 z 1 6 z 7 3 2 4 
8 !t 6 1 z 2 7 z 4 3 5 
z 1 I/ 7 2 z 3 8 5 4 6 
7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 
FIG. 3. IMOLS(l l ;  3). 
CONSTRUCTION 3.3. Suppose there is a frame of type t g having I disjoint 
CO transversals. For 1 <~i<<.l, let ui>~O be an integer. Let m be an 
even positive integer, m~2 or 6. Suppose there exist partitionable 
IMOLS(m + ui; ui), for 1 <<. i <~ l. Then there is a frame of type (mt) g (2u) 1, 
where u = Z ui. 
Proof This new construction is very similar to the previous one. We 
briefly describe the changes required. As before, let F be an {$1 .... , S,}- 
frame of type t g and let T1, ..., T t be the l disjoint CO transversals. Define 
M, Ai, A~, and t'2 as before. Also as before, we construct a frame of type 
(mt)g(2u) 1 on symbol set (SxM)uO,  where the hole set is 
{S i×M : l <~i<~g}u {£2}. 
The ingredients Nab are defined as before, as are Niab, Diab, C~ab and Riab. 
However, we now have that the IMOLS are partitionable. Hence, we can 
partition each C iab into C~b and C~2b in such a way that every symbol not 
in the hole occurs once in each column of C ~b and once in each column of 
C ia2 b. Sinilarly, partition each R e.b into R ~1 and R ~b SO that every symbol 
not in the hole occurs once in each row of R ~ and once in each row of 
R~b. 
Here is the construction for the new frame G. First, order any filled cells 
of F that are not in U t~=l T~. Now, for any filled cell of F, say 
F(r, c) = (a, b), do the following: 
1. If ( r ,c)¢U~_lT~, then replace the pair (a,b) by Nab. This 
occupies the square subarray ({r} x M) x ({c} x M) of G. 
2. If ( r ,c )e  T~, then replace the pair (a,b) by Niab, situated as 
follows. Di~b occupies the square subarray ({r} x M) x ({c} x M) of G; C2b 
is placed in the subarray ({ r}xM)xA~ (h=l ,2 ) ;  R2b is placed in the 
subarray A/hx ({e} xM)  (h= 1, 2); and A~xAi is empty. Informally, the 
idea here is to "spread out" each C~,b and R~,b into two pieces. 
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All other cells of G are empty. It can be verified that G is indeed a frame 
of the stated type. I 
In order to apply either of Constructions 3.2 or 3.3, we need frames with 
COP or CO transversals. One way to obtain frames with COP or CO 
transversals i from the well-known starter-adder construction, which we 
now describe briefly. Let G be an additive abelian group of order g and let 
H be a subgroup of G of order h, where g -h  is even. A frame starter in 
G\H is a set of unordered pairs S={{si, ti}:l<~i<.(g-h)/2} which 
satisfies the following two properties: 
1. {si: 1 <~i~(g-h)/2} u {t,: 1 <.i<~(g-h)/2} =G\H 
2. {_+(s~- t i ) : l<~i<<. (g -h) /Z}=G\H.  
Let S= {{si, t~} :1 <<.i<~(g-h)/2} and T= {{u~, v~}: l~<i~< (g-h)~2} 
be two frame starters in G\H. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that s~-  t~ = u~- v~, for all i. Then S and T are said to be orthogonal frame 
starters if u~ - si = uj - sj implies i =j,  and if ui - si ¢ H for all i. 
It is well-known that a pair of orthogonal frame starters in G\H can 
be used to construct a frame of type gh/g. In the resulting frame, the 
development of any pair {x,y} in the frame starter forms a complete 
transversal. It is partitionable if and only if the difference x -y  has even 
order in G. 
In this paper, we shall primarily restrict our attention to the situation 
where H= {0}. In this case, a frame starter is termed a starter. If S is 
orthogonal to -S ,  then S is called a strong starter. 
We also use some constructions involving frames with a different ype of 
transversal. Suppose F is an {$1 ..... S,}-Room frame, where S= [.)S~. 
A holey transversal (with respect o hole S~) is a set T of ]S\S~I filled cells 
in F such that every symbol of S\S~ is contained in exactly two cells of T. 
If the pairs in the cells of T are ordered so that every symbol of S\Si 
occurs once as a first co-ordinate and once as a second co-ordinate in a 
cell of T, then T is said to be ordered (as before, any transversal can be 
ordered). If [S\Si[ is even and the cells of T can be partitioned into two 
subsets T1 and T2 of IS\S~l/2 cells, so that every symbol of [S\Sil is con- 
tained in one cell in each of T 1 and T2~ then T is said to be partitioned. 
A holey ordered partitioned (holey ordered, resp.) transversal will be 
referred to as a HOP transversal (HO transversal, resp.). 
First, we show that we can arrange for the frame produced in Construc- 
tion 3.3 to have HOP transversals under certain circumstances. We need 
one further ingredient for this construction, a self-orthogonal Latin square 
with a symmetric orthogonal mate (or SOLSSOM). A self-orthogonal Latin 
square (SOLS) is one that is orthogonal to its transpose. The symmetric 
orthogonal mate (SOM) must be symmetric (i.e., equal to its transpose) 
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and orthogonal to the SOLS. If the order of these squares is m, we denote 
them by SOLSSOM(m). If the main diagonal of the SOM is constant, then 
the SOM is termed unipotent. The SOM can be unipotent only if m is even. 
In Fig. 4, we present a SOLSSOM(8) in which the SOM is unipotent. 
Here is our construction for frames having HOP transversals. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.4. Suppose there is a frame of type t g having I disjoint 
CO transversals. For 1 <<. i <~ l, let u~ >t 0 be an integer, and let m be an even 
positive integer. Suppose there exists a SOLSSOM(m)  such that the SOM 
is unipotent. Suppose also that there exist partitionable IMOLS(m + ug; ui), 
for 1 <~ i <~ L Let k = [ { i : U i = 0 }[. Then there is a frame of  type (mt) g (2u)1, 
where u = Z ui, having k(m - 1) HOP transversals with respect to the hole 
of size 2u. 
Proof This construction is the same as before. For any i such that 
uz=0, use the SOLS and its transpose as N(  Let N* be the unipotent 
SOM, where, without loss of generality, N*(r, r )= m, 1 <<. r<.m. For any 
symbol s, l<<.s<<.m-1, let U ~ denote the cells (r,c) of N ~ such that 
N*( r ,e )=s .  Partition U i* into U ~.1 and U *.2, where U ;.1 (U i.2, resp.) 
consists of those cells of U ~* where r < c ('r>c, resp.). Next, define Uga~, 
U~,I and rTis2 to consist of the corresponding cells of Nab. ab ~ ~ ab 
We now need to identify HOP transversals in the frame constructed. 
This is easy to do. Let Ti denote the ith CO transversal of the frame F of 
type tL For each i such that ui = 0 and for each s, 1 ~< s ~< m - 1, define 
v"= U u'o , 
(r ,  c)  e T,  
where F(r, c)= (a, b). Then each U i" is an HO tranversal with respect 
to the hole of size 2u in the constructed frame. Also each U is can be 
partitioned in an obvious way, using the appropriate vabrri~l and ~abrr~2. | 
1 4 7 6 3 5 8 
7 2 1 3 6 8 5 
6 8 3 1 7 2 4 
8 6 5 4 2 7 1 
4 1 2 8 5 3 6 
2 7 4 5 8 6 3 
5 3 8 2 4 1 7 
3 5 6 7 1 4 2 
FIG. 4. 
2 8 1 2 
4 1 8 5 
5 2 5 8 
3 3 6 1 
7 4 7 3 
1 5 4 6 
6 6 2 7 
8 7 3 4 
A SOLSSOM of order 8. 
3 4 5 6 7 
8 7 4 2 3 
1 3 6 7 4 
8 2 7 4 5 
2 8 1 5 '6 
7 1 8 3 2 
4 S 3 8 1 
5 6 2 I 8 
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HOP transversals are used in a very similar manner to COP transver- 
sals. We state the following construction of Lamken and Vanstone without 
proof. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.5 [10, 2]. Suppose their is a frame of type t i t  2 g i having 
l disjoint HOP transversals with respect o the hole of size t2. For 1 ~ i <~ l, 
let ui >1 0 be an integer. Let m be a positive integer, m ~ 2 or 6, and suppose 
there exist IMOLS(m + ui; ui), for 1 <~ i <~ l. Then there is a frame of type 
(mtl) ~ (mt2 + 2u) 1, where u = ~ ui. 
Finally, we indicate a slight extension of Construction 3.5 in which the 
result is an I-frame rather than a frame. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.6. Suppose there is a frame of type t~t~ having l 
disjoint HOP transversals with respect o the hole of size t2. For 1 <~ i <-G l, let 
ui >1 0 be an integer. Let m be a positive integer, m ~ 2 or 6, and suppose 
there exist IMOLS(m + ui; ui, 1), for 1 <<. i <~ l. Then there is an I-frame of 
type (rot1, t l )  g (rot 2 q- 2u, t2) 1, where u = ~ ui. 
We apply these constructions in the next section to prove our main 
existence results. 
4. THE MAIN EXISTENCE RESULTS 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose there exist a starter and adder in Zg. Then there 
exists a frame of type 1 g having (g -  1)/2 disjoint CO transversals. 
Proof Each of the (g -1 ) /2  pairs in the starter gives rise to a CO 
transversal in the resulting frame of type lg. I 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose there exist a starter and adder in Zg. Suppose 
O<~u<<.3(g-1)/2. Then there exists a frame of type 8g(2u) 1 having 
7( (g -1 ) /2 -  [-(u/3)~) disjoint HOP transversals with respect o the hole of 
size 2u. 
Proof We apply Construction 3.4, using the following ingredients: 
1. A SOLSSOM(8) in which the SOM is unipotent (see Fig. 4). 
2. For i=1,  2, and 3, a partitionable IMOLS(8+i ; i )  (see 
Figs. 1, 2, 3). 
First, construct a frame of type 1 g having (g - l ) /2  disjoint CO 
transversals (Lemma 4.1). For each CO transversal, define ui~ {0, 1, 2, 3}. 
Then (g -- 1 )/2 u= Zi= 1 ui can take on any value from 0 to 3(g-1)/2.  Further, 
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this can be done in such a way that at most one ui6 {1, 2}. Then 
k= (g -1) /2 - [ - (u /3 )7 .  Applying Construction 3.4 with m = 8, the desired 
result is obtained. | 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose there exists a starter and adder in Zg. Suppose 
0~<u~<3(g-  1)/2 and 0~<k~<7((g-  1)/2-[-(u/3)7). Then there exists an 
I-frame of type (24, 8) g (6u + 2k, 2u) 1. 
Proof For each HOP transversal in the frame constructed in 
Lemma 4.2, define a value ui= 0 or 1. Apply Construction 3.6. We use 
IMOLS(4; 1, 1) and IMOLS(3;  1), which are easy to construct. | 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose there exists a starter and adder in Zg. Suppose 
0 4 u ~< 3(g - 1 )/2 and 0 <~ k <~ 7((g - 1 )/2 - [-@/3)7). Further, suppose there 
is a (6u+2k+l l ,  2u+3) - IRS .  Then there is a (24g+6u+2k+l l ,  
8g + 2u + 3) - IRS. 
Proof. Define a = 11 and b = 3 and apply Construction 2.2. We need a 
(35; 11, 11; 3)-O-IRS, which is produced from a frame of type 84 [5] and 
an (11, 3)-IRS (Theorem 1.2) using Construction 2.3. | 
Define S= {s:there exists an (n, 3)-IRS for all odd n~>3s+2}. We 
already know from Theorem 1.2 that sES  if s is odd, 3~<s~< 15. Also, 
33 E S from [6, Table 1 ] and Part 1 of Theorem 1.2. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose So ~ S and suppose there exists a starter and adder 
in Zg, where g >>. 35 + 2F(So - 3)/6-]. Then 8g + So ~ S. 
Proof Let s = 8g + So. Since s/> 127, there exists an (n, s) - IRS for all 
odd n~>3s+240 by Theoreml.2. Hence, we can assume 3s+2~<n~< 
3s+238. Write n=3s+2+2k;  then 0~<k~<l18. Also, write So=2U+3. 
First, observe that 7((g-1) /2-F(u/3)7)>>-118 follows from the condition 
g >~ 35 + 2|-(So - 3)/67. Also, note that u ~< 3(g -  1)/2. Applying Lemma 4.4, 
we are done. | 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose s is odd and 393 ~< s ~< 8007. Then s ~ S. 
Proof Let g be odd, 45~<g~<999. Then there is a strong starter in 
Zg[4].  Let So = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, or 33 and apply Lemma 4.5. The stated 
interval is covered since 393 = 8(35 + 2[-(33- 3)/67) + 33 and 8007 = 
8 x999+ 15. | 
We can now prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose s is odd and s >~ 393. Then s ~ S. 
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Proof The proof is by induction on s. To start the induction, it suffices 
to observe that s~S if s is odd and 393 ~<s<~ 1839 (Lemma 4.6). Hence, 
assume s/> 1841. We can write s = 8g + So, where So is odd, 393 ~< So <~ 439, 
and g= 1 mod 6, g>~ 181. Then there is a strong starter in zgE9], and g>~ 
35 + 2[-(So - 3)/6-] since 35 + 2[-(439 - 3)/6] = 181. Apply Lemma 4.5. | 
5. COMMENTS 
This paper provides another illustration of the power of frame techniques 
(and the use of designs with holes) in the study of Room squares. It seems 
likely that more detailed computations using the techniques of this paper 
could lower the bound of Theorem 4.7 somewhat, perhaps to a value 
around 150. We also observe that, as a consequence of our main existence 
result (Theorem4.7) and previous results, there remain only a finite 
number of ordered pairs (n, s) for which the existence of an (n, s)-IRS is in 
doubt. 
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